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Abstract

8 The significance of modeling and measuring various attributes of the Web in part or as a whole is

9 undeniable. Modeling information phenomena on the Web constitutes fundamental research towards an

10 understanding that will contribute to the goal of increasing its utility. Although Web related metrics have

11 become increasingly sophisticated, few employ models to explain their measurements. In this paper, we
12 discuss issues related to metrics for Web page significance. These metrics are used for ranking the quality

13 and relevance of Web pages in response to user needs. We focus on the problem of ascertaining the sta-

14 tistical distribution of some well-known hyperlink-based Web page quality metrics. Based on empirical

15 distributions of Web page degrees, we derived analytically the probability distribution for the PageRank

16 metric. We found out that it follows the familiar inverse polynomial law reported for Web page degrees. We

17 verified the theoretical exercise with experimental results that suggest a highly concentrated distribution of

18 the metric.

19 � 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

20 Keywords: Web measurement; Quality metrics; PageRank; Statistical distribution

21 1. Introduction

22 At the genesis of the WWW, few people imagined its explosive growth as they were entertained
23 by Garrett Hardin�s [17] revelation of the last days of a world that ‘‘perished peacefully, inexo-
24 rably �suffocated� as one of their prophets put it �by their own intellectual excreta�.’’ Figuratively,
25 this suffocation is not very far judging from the disproportionate growth of one of mankind�s
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26 greatest inventions with respect to our ability to exploit and manage it. In one of the regular
27 surveys conducted as early as 1996 by Pitkow and Kehoe [28], a third of the users questioned
28 reported finding it difficult to locate and organize online information. Considering the manifold
29 expansion of the Web since then and the relatively slower improvements in search and retrieval
30 technology, this problem can only be more severe now.

31 1.1. Measuring the Web

32 While efforts to redress similar problems for improving the capacity of the Web for serving the
33 information needs of its users are well underway, it is possible to view the chaotic environment of
34 the WWW from a different perspective. Given its influence and growth, the Web is itself a fas-
35 cinating object of study for mathematical, sociological and commercial reasons. Our focus in this
36 study is the measurement and modeling of interesting attributes and phenomena on the Web. This
37 perspective does not offer solutions to the immediate problems facing Web architects, designers
38 and developers but offers insight into fundamental aspects much like basic research in science and
39 mathematics benefits technology.
40 The importance of measuring attributes of known objects in precise quantitative terms has for
41 long been recognized as crucial for enhancing our understanding of our environment. One of the
42 earliest attempts to make global measurements on the Web was undertaken by Bray [5]. The study
43 answers early questions regarding the size of the Web, its connectivity, visibility of sites and the
44 distribution of data formats. Since then, several directly observable metrics such as hit counts,
45 click-through rates, access distributions and so on have become popular for quantifying aspects
46 such as the usage of Web sites. However, many of these metrics tend to be simplistic about the
47 phenomena that influence the attributes they observe. For instance, Pitkow [29] points out the
48 problems with hit metering as a reliable usage metric caused by proxy and client caches. Given the
49 organic growth of the Web, a new generation of metrics that provide deeper insight on the Web as
50 a whole and also on individual sites, is emerging.
51 What exactly is measurement and what are the objects of measurement on the Web? To clarify
52 the exact meaning of some frequently used terms, we adopt the following definition [2]:

Measurement, in most general terms, can be regarded as the assignment of numbers to ob-
jects (or events or situations) in accord with some rule [measurement function]. The property
of the objects which determines the assignment according to that rule is called magnitude, the
measurable attribute; the number assigned to a particular object is called its measure, the
amount or degree of its magnitude. It is to be noted that the rule defines both the magnitude
and the measure.

59 We have identified a variety of measurable attributes on the WWW. We may classify Web
60 related metrics with regard to their magnitudes, measurement functions and measures into the
61 following categories based on the measurable attributes:

62 • Web graph properties: The World Wide Web can be represented as a graph structure where
63 Web pages comprise nodes and hyperlinks denote directed edges. Graph-based metrics quantify
64 structural properties of the Web on both macroscopic and microscopic scales.
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65 • Usage characterization: Patterns and regularities in the way users browse Web resources can
66 provide invaluable clues for improving the content, organization and presentation of Web sites.
67 Usage characterization metrics measure user behavior for this purpose [11].
68 • Web page significance: Significance metrics formalize the notions of ‘‘quality’’ and ‘‘relevance’’

69 of Web pages with respect to information needs of users. Significance metrics are employed to
70 rate candidate pages in response to a search query and have an impact on the quality of search
71 and retrieval on the Web.
72 • Web page similarity: Similarity metrics quantify the extent of relatedness between Web pages.

73 There has been considerable investigation into what ought to be regarded as indicators of a re-
74 lationship between pages.
75 • Information theoretic: Information theoretic metrics [12] capture properties related to informa-

76 tion needs, production and consumption. We consider the relationships between a number of
77 regularities observed in information generation on the Web.

78 1.2. Web page quality

79 We have discussed metrics for usage characterization and information theoretic in [11] and [12]
80 respectively. In this paper, we focus on certain aspects of significance metrics. 1 We believe that out
81 of the above categories of metrics, the most well-known Web metrics are significance metrics. The
82 significance of a Web page can be viewed from two perspectives––its relevance to a specific in-
83 formation need such as a user query, and its absolute quality irrespective of particular user re-
84 quirements. Relevance metrics [22,30] relate to the similarity of Web pages with driving queries

85 using a variety of models for performing the comparison. Quality metrics typically use link in-
86 formation to distinguish frequently referred pages from less visible ones. However, as we shall see,
87 the quality metrics discussed here are more sophisticated than simple in-degree counts. The most
88 obvious use of significance metrics is in Web search and retrieval where the most relevant and
89 high-quality set of pages must be selected from a vast index in response to a user query. The
90 introduction of quality metrics has been a recent development for public search engines, most of
91 which relied earlier on purely textual comparisons of keyword queries with indexed pages for
92 assigning relevance scores. Engines such as Google [3] use a combination of relevance and quality
93 metrics in ranking the responses to user queries. Also, page quality measures do not rely on page
94 contents which make them convenient to ascertain and at the same time sinister ‘‘spamdexing’’
95 schemes 2 becomes relatively more difficult to implement.
96 Specifically, recent work in Web search such as PageRank [3], Authorities/Hubs [20] and
97 Hyperinformation content [26] has demonstrated that the quality of a Web page is dependent on
98 the hyperlink structure in which it is embedded. Link structure analysis is based on the notion that
99 a link from a page p to page q can be viewed as an endorsement of q by p, and as some form of
100 positive judgement by p of q�s content. Of course people can be (and often are) malicious: the same
101 person can create several pages whose only purpose is to link to some other page just to make it
102 look relevant. In this paper, we will assume a more ‘‘honest’’ model for the Web.

1 A shorter version of this paper has appeared in [13].
2 The judicious use of strategic keywords that makes pages highly visible to search engine users irrespective of the

relevance of their contents.
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103 Two important types of techniques in link-structure analysis are co-citation based schemes and
104 random-walk based schemes. The main idea behind co-citation based schemes is the notion that
105 when two pages p1 and p2 both point to some page q, it is reasonable to assume that p1 and p2
106 share a mutual topic of interest. Likewise, when p links to both q1 and q2, it is probable that q1 and
107 q2 share some mutual topic. On the other hand, random-walk based schemes model the Web (or
108 part of it) as a graph where pages are nodes and links are edges, and apply some random-walk
109 model to the graph. Pages are then ranked by the probability of visiting them in the modeled
110 random walk.
111 As these measures of quality depend upon Web page in and out-degrees, knowledge of degree
112 distribution can lead to their probability density functions. In this paper, we study the mea-
113 surement of hyperlink information at a microscopic level in assessing the quality or relevance of
114 page. We demonstrate an approach for deriving the distribution of PageRank from the empirical
115 distributions of topological primitives. We also experimentally verify the probability distribution
116 of PageRank. There are several reasons why this exercise is instructive. Firstly, it illustrates a
117 generic methodology that can be extended to other hyperlink metrics. We know for instance that
118 authority and hub weights [20] are formulated in a similar fashion to PageRank. Modeling these
119 weights as random variables as we do here for PageRank can be the basis for characterizing these
120 metrics statistically on a large scale. Secondly, a distribution derived theoretically from obser-
121 vations of more primitive determinants is likely to be more reliable than an empirically obtained
122 one that is inextricably linked to the experimental setup. This conforms with the conventional
123 wisdom of making measurements as fundamental as possible before deriving more comprehensive
124 metrics. Additionally, in the case of Web hyperlink metrics such as PageRank, we avoid running
125 computationally expensive algorithms. Finally, a theoretical distribution serves as a model that
126 can help us predict precisely and consistently the effect of changes in certain parameters without
127 incurring the cost of carrying out complex measurements again. One application of this has been
128 mentioned at the outset for working out the size–quality constraints of search engines.
129 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the problem of ascer-
130 taining the statistical distribution of a hyperlink-based Web page quality metric, i.e., PageRank.
131 Next, in Section 3 we verify the theoretical exercise with experimental results. In Section 4, we
132 provide an overview of some other quality metrics. Finally, we conclude by summarizing this
133 paper.

134 2. Distribution of quality metrics (PageRank)

135 As quality measures depend upon Web page in and out-degrees, knowledge of degree distri-
136 bution can lead to their probability density functions. Knowing, say the cumulative distribution of
137 PageRank [3] for the Web FR, one can determine the number of high-quality pages according to
138 some threshold say r, given the size of the Web N . That is, the number of pages with PageRank
139 greater than r can be estimated from Fig. 1 as

N 0 ¼ N � PrðR > rÞ ¼ Nð1� FRðrÞÞ
141 The value of N 0 can be useful for crawlers looking for high-quality Web pages in deciding opti-
142 mum size versus quality configurations for search engine indexes. The distribution can also help
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143 Web crawlers give greater priority to visiting more important, high-quality pages first as done in
144 [8].
145 In this section, we demonstrate an approach for deriving the distribution of PageRank from the
146 empirical distributions of topological primitives. We first give an overview of PageRank and
147 explain its key determinants.

148 2.1. PageRank

149 The PageRank Ri of a page i having in-degree n can be defined in terms of the PageRank of
150 each of the n neighboring pages and their out-degrees. Let us denote by j ð16 j6 nÞ, the index of
151 neighboring pages that point to i and by Xj the out-degree of page j. Then for a fixed parameter d
152 in ½0; 1� the PageRank Ri of i is given as

Ri ¼ ð1� dÞ þ d
Xn

j¼1

Rj

Xj
ð1Þ

154 We refer to d ð06 d 6 1Þ as the damping factor for the calculation of PageRank. Intuitively a page
155 has a high PageRank if there are many pages that point to it or if there are some pages with high
156 PageRank that point to it. Therefore, PageRank is a characteristic of the Web page itself––it is
157 higher if more Web pages link to this page, as well as if these Web pages have high PageRank.
158 Consequently, important Web pages help to make other Web pages important.
159 The PageRank may also be considered as the probability that a random surfer visits the page. A
160 random surfer who is given a Web page at random, keeps clicking on links, without hitting the
161 ‘‘back’’ button but eventually gets bored and starts from another random page. The probability
162 that the random surfer visits a page is its PageRank. The damping factor d in RðpÞ is the prob-
163 ability at each page the random surfer will get bored and request for another random page.
164 The PageRank is used as one component of the Google search engine [3], to help determine
165 how to order the pages returned by a Web search query. The score of a page with respect to a
166 query in Google, is obtained by combining the position, font and capitalization information
167 stored in hitlists (the IR score) with the PageRank measure. User feedback is used to evaluate

1

0
r

F(r)

X

F(X)

Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution.
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168 search results and adjust the ranking functions. Cho et al. [8] describe the use of PageRank for
169 ordering pages during a crawl so that the more important pages are visited first. It has also been
170 used for evaluating the quality of search engine indexes using random walks [18]. However,
171 PageRank has the problem of Link Sink. Link Sink occurs when page a and page b point to each
172 other but have no links link to other pages. If page a is pointed to by an external page, during the
173 iteration of PageRank, the loop accumulates the weight and never distributes the weight to other
174 pages. This causes the oscillation of the algorithm and the algorithm cannot converge.
175 We derive the distribution of a simplified version of PageRank, ignoring the recurrent rela-
176 tionship of Ri with the PageRank of other pages Rj and assuming the formulation to be

Ri ¼ ð1� dÞ þ d
XNi

j¼1

1

Xj
ð2Þ

178 Computationally, the determination of PageRank for a graph of k pages can be seen as equivalent
179 to the steady state solution (n ! 1) of following matrix product relationship:

Rnþ1
1

Rnþ1
2

..

.

Rnþ1
k

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼

1� d
1� d
..
.

1� d

0
BB@

1
CCAþ d

1

x11
� � � 1

xi1
� � � 1

xk1

1

x12
� � � 1

xi2
� � � 1

xk2

..

. ..
. ..

.

1

x1k
� � � 1

xik
� � � 1
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0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

Rn
1

Rn
2

..

.
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k

0
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1
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181 where Rn
i denotes the PageRank of page i at the nth iteration and xij the number of links from page

182 i to j. If there are no outgoing links from page i to j, i.e., xij ¼ 0, then the corresponding entry in
183 the matrix ð1=xijÞ is set to zero. Repeated multiplication of inverse out-degree matrix with the
184 PageRank vector yields the dominant eigenvector of the latter. PageRank can thus be seen as the
185 stationary probability distribution over pages induced by a random walk on the Web, that is, it
186 represents the proportion of time a ‘‘random surfer’’ can be expected to spend visiting a page. It is
187 clear that the steady state distribution of the PageRank vector ðRn

i Þ depends entirely on the value
188 of d and the right hand vector of inverse out-degrees. Our simplification of Eq. (2) aims at finding
189 the distribution of this vector at n ¼ 0. The distribution of ðR1i Þ gives us an idea of the steady state
190 distribution at n ! 1 which can itself be obtained by applying the above computation on the
191 initial distribution. We further assume that initially PageRank is uniformly distributed, that is,
192 R0i ¼ 1=k for all i ð16 i6 kÞ.
193 We interpret Ri, Xj and Ni in Eq. (2) as random variables denoting PageRank of i, the out-
194 degree of j and the in degree of i respectively. Although both Xj and Ni are known to have the
195 same distribution, Xj is continuous while Ni is discrete. It is clear that Ri for all values of i are
196 identically distributed. The same holds for the in- and out-degrees denoted by Xj and Ni. We
197 therefore represent the common probability densities of these sets of random variables as fRðrÞ,
198 fX ðxÞ and fNðnÞ respectively. The problem now is to find the density fRðrÞ given the relationship of
199 Ri with Xj and Ni as represented by Eq. (2).
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200 2.2. The Lotka density

201 The derivation of the distribution of PageRank is based on observations of distribution of Web
202 page degrees. These measurements carried out on Web graphs by Broder et al. [1] and Kleinberg
203 et al. [21] have been reported to follow the well-known Lotka distribution. The Lotka density is
204 given as

fX ðxÞ ¼
C
xa

if xP 1

0 otherwise

(

206 where a � 2 and C is a constant. The Lotka distribution is a frequently studied phenomenon in
207 the field of bibliometrics for citations in academic literature [14]. In our derivation, we invoke
208 both the continuous and discrete versions of this law. Here we distinguish between the two and
209 examine the implications of each. If we interpret X as a continuous random variable, the constant
210 C is found using the fact that the area under a probability density curve sums to unity. That is,Z 1

�1
fX ðxÞdx ¼ 1

212 Applying this to the continuous Lotka density above, we haveZ 1

1

C
x2
dx ¼ 1 ð3Þ

214 Solving this we obtain

C ¼ 1
216 The continuous version of Lotka�s law can then simply be stated as follows:

fX ðxÞ ¼
1

x2
if xP 1

0 otherwise

(

218 In the case of the discrete version, the integral of Eq. (3) changes to a discrete summation, hence,X1
x¼1

C
x2

¼ 1

220 If we factor the constant C from the summation on the left, we are left with the sum
P1

x¼1 x
�2

221 which is the well-known Riemann zeta function fð2Þ. Several analytical methods exist for com-
222 puting the zeta function. Here we use the following general definition for even arguments, i.e.,
223 n  2k

fðnÞ ¼ 2
n�1jBnjpn

n!

225 where jBnj is a Bernoulli number. Given B2 ¼ 1=6, we have for n ¼ 2

fð2Þ ¼ p2

6
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227 Substituting this we obtain the expression for C as

C ¼ 1

fð2Þ ¼
6

p2
� 0:608

229 Although the in- and out-degree distributions on the WWW have been discovered principally as
230 discrete distributions, we apply the continuous approach in examining the relationship between
231 degree and PageRank distributions because the apparatus of infinitesimal calculus makes the
232 mathematical formulation easier. Indeed, as the number of pages being considered increases, the
233 differences between the continuous and discrete approaches become insignificant.
234 To approximate the Lotka distribution function FX ðxÞ ¼ PrðX 6 xÞ, we integrate the density
235 function fX ð�Þ within the continuous range ð1;1Þ

FX ðxÞ ¼
Z x

1

fX ðzÞdz ¼
Z x

1

1

z2
dz ¼ 1� 1

x

237 2.3. The PageRank distribution

238 The non-recurrent definition of PageRank in Eq. (2) may be viewed as a composition of three
239 primitive functions of random variables enumerated below.
240 (1) The inverse of individual out-degrees of pages: The individual out-degrees are independent
241 identically distributed random variables, Xj with the index j ranging from 1 to the in-degree of the
242 page being considered. If we represent the inverse of the out-degree of the jth neighboring page as
243 a random variable Yj then,

Yj ¼
1

Xj
ð4Þ

245 It is known that the density of out-degrees, fX ðxÞ is the Lotka function introduced earlier. We
246 denote the density function of Yj as fY ðyÞ, since Yj is identically distributed for all j.
247 (2) The sum of out-degree inverses: We denote by a random variable Zi, the sum of out-degree
248 inverses Yj. That is,

Zi ¼
XNi

j¼1
Yj ð5Þ

250 The upper limit to the sum is itself a random variable denoting the out-degree of the page in
251 question. Fortunately, this random variable Ni, the out-degree of page i, is Lotka distributed. We
252 must note however, that Ni is necessarily a discrete random variable as must any index to a
253 discrete summation. Thus, Ni has the probability density obtained earlier for the Lotka distri-
254 bution

fNðnÞ ¼
6

p2
1

n2
if nP 1

0 otherwise

(

256 (3) Finally, the PageRank function of Eq. (2) can be expressed as a linear function of the
257 random sum Zi above as
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Ri ¼ ð1� dÞ þ dZi ð6Þ
259 We now determine the densities of the random variables Yi, Zi and Ri introduced above. Consider
260 Yi, the inverse of Xi that represents the out-degree of page i. We first note that Yi is a strictly
261 decreasing 3 function in the range of Xi (with the latter defined on positive values only). The
262 probability distribution of Yj can be expressed in terms of the distribution of Xj as follows:

FY ðyÞ ¼ PrðYj 6 yÞ

¼ Pr 1

Xj

�
6 y

�

¼ Pr Xj

�
P
1

y

�
since

1

Xj
is strictly decreasing

¼ 1� Pr Xj

�
<
1

y

�

¼ 1� FX
1

y

� �

264 Differentiating the above form to convert to probability densities, we have

fY ðyÞ ¼
d

dy
FY ðyÞ

¼ �fX
1

y

� �
d

dy
1

y

� �

¼ 1

y2
fX

1

y

� �

266 Substituting the Lotka continuous density function for fX ð�Þ to the above result and applying the
267 range ½1;1� to the argument 1=y, we obtain the uniform density for Yj over the converted range
268 ð0; 1�

fY ðyÞ ¼
1 if 0 < y6 1
0 otherwise



270 The above result, that the inverse of a Lotka distributed random variable has a uniform distri-
271 bution is an interesting coincident. Intuitively it implies that even though the probability that the
272 out-degree of a page is in a given range follows an inverse square law, the probability of out-
273 degree inverse is uniformly distributed, i.e., independent of the value of Yj.
274 The sum of out-degree inverses Zi given by

Pn
j¼1 Yj has a variable number of terms equal to n,

275 the number of pages that point to i or the out-degree of i. We model the limit of the summation
276 itself as a discrete random variable Ni. Such a sum is commonly referred to as a random sum. As
277 noted earlier, Ni is Lotka distributed and similar to Xi except that the distribution here is the
278 discrete version of the Lotka function. Note that Zi for all values of i are identically distributed so

3 A function / is strictly decreasing if, /ðx1Þ > /ðx2Þ when x1 < x2 for any two values x1 and x2 in its domain.
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279 the common density can be denoted fZðzÞ as done earlier for the random variables Xi and Yi. We
280 first find the density of Zi conditioned on the summation limit Ni, that is fZjNðzjnÞ.
281 A sum of random variables has a density which is the convolution of the densities of individual
282 random variables. For n identically distributed summands, this specializes to the n-fold convo-
283 lution of their common density, in this case fY ðyÞ. This n-fold convolution f ðnÞ

Y ðyÞ is defined re-
284 cursively as follows:

f ð1Þ
Y ðyÞ ¼ fY ðyÞ and

f ðnÞ
Y ðyÞ ¼

Z 1

�1
f ðn�1Þ
Y ðy � uÞfY ðuÞdu for n > 1

286 The above definition can be applied to fY ðyÞ derived earlier to obtain the following formula for the
287 density of the random sum Zi conditioned upon the out-degree of page i. Fig. 2 shows the n-fold
288 convolutions of the uniform density for several values of n. Observe that for higher values of n, the
289 curve flattens out resembling a normal distribution. This is predicted by the central limit theorem
290 which states that the sum of n independent random variables tends to a uniform distribution as
291 n ! 1

fZjNðzjnÞ ¼ f ðnÞ
Y ðyÞ

293 where

f ðnÞ
Y ðyÞ ¼

1

ðn � 1Þ!
Xx

j¼0
ð�1Þj n

j

� �
ðx � jÞn�1 if 0 < x < n

0 otherwise

8<
:

295 By the law of total probability, the continuous marginal density of the sum Zi can be found as

fZðzÞ ¼
X1
n¼1

f ðnÞ
ZjNðzjnÞ � fNðnÞ

297 Substituting for the above expression for fZjNðzjnÞ and the discrete Lotka density for fNðnÞ we have

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Convolutions

n = 2

n = 4

n = 6
n = 8

n = 10

Fig. 2. Convolutions of n uniform densities.
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fZðzÞ ¼
6

p2
X1
n¼1

1

n2ðn � 1Þ!
Xx

j¼0
ð�1Þj n

j

� �
ðx� jÞn�1 if 0 < x < n

0 otherwise

8<
:

299 It is difficult to simplify the above summation since the inner sum does not have a closed form.
300 Fig. 3 shows the approximate curve for the density fZðzÞ. The parameter n0 represents the mini-

301 mum in-degree considered for computing the random sum. Notice that the sharp peak for the
302 curve n0 ¼ 2 occurs due to the influence of the 2-fold convolution of Fig. 2. For higher starting
303 values of n, signifying more densely connected pages the curve becomes more even.
304 Finally, to derive the density fRðrÞ of a linear function of Zi, we adopt a similar approach as
305 before for finding the density of out-degree inverse, except that the function /ðZiÞ ¼ 1� d þ dZi is
306 strictly increasing. We have from Eq. (6)

FRðrÞ ¼ PrðRi 6 rÞ
¼ Prð1� d þ dZi 6 rÞ

¼ Pr Zi

�
6

r � 1
d

þ 1
�
since / is strictly increasing

¼ FZ
r � 1

d

�
þ 1

�
ð7Þ

308 and differentiating to obtain probability density,

fRðrÞ ¼
d

dr
FRðrÞ

¼ fZð/�1ðrÞÞ d
dr

ð/�1ðrÞÞ

¼ 1
d
fZ

r � 1
d

�
þ 1

� ð8Þ

310 Fig. 4 shows the unnormalized PageRank distribution FRðrÞ denoting the probability PrðR < rÞ.
311 For n0 ¼ 2, nearly two-thirds pages have a PageRank within 10% of its total range which means
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Fig. 3. Density of a sum of uniformly distributed random variables. Each curve represents the density function given byP1
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fZjN ðzjnÞfN ðnÞ. For computation purposes we approximated the upper limit to be n ¼ 20.
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312 that PageRank follows a highly concentrated distribution as do Web page in- and out-degrees.
313 This confirms our earlier conjecture that PageRank distribution is affected by the degree distri-
314 butions.

315 3. Experiments

316 We now discuss experiments conducted to verify the theoretical exercise of the previous section.
317 We do so in two parts––first we verify that Web page out-degrees follow a Lotka distribution and
318 then compare the derived theoretical distribution for PageRank with the observed distribution of
319 the metric, computed over a given sample of pages.
320 Our experiments required large crawls 4 of the WWW and were undoubtedly limited by the
321 scale of available computing resources, primarily memory and network bandwidth. Our crawls
322 were different from those performed by a typical search engine in that they did not download
323 pages for storage, but merely obtained the URLURL and hyperlink connectivity of visited pages. The
324 graph structure of a set of pages is sufficient to measure degree distribution and compute Page-
325 Ranks. Despite the apparently modest requirements, crawls of over a thousand pages could not be
326 handled without memory overflows due to the additional requirements of Crawler�s queues and
327 PageRank data structures. With some modifications to the original PageRank algorithm dis-
328 cussed in this section, we doubled the capacity to nearly two thousand pages. Let us first briefly
329 consider the setup of the crawler used for the experiments.

330 3.1. Crawler configuration

331 Web crawls for our experiments were performed using a Java-based toolkit for developing
332 customized crawlers, known as SPHINXSPHINX (for Site-oriented Processors for HTMLHTML Information) [25].
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Fig. 4. Derived PageRank probability distribution FRðrÞ with parameter d ¼ 0:5 for two values of minimum in-degree
n0.

4 Crawling the Web involves a crawler or robot that autonomously visits Web sites and downloads pages for indexing

or other purposes.
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333 SPHINXSPHINX is especially suited for the kind of crawls we perform on the Web since it allows devel-
334 opers to customize the crawler to the needs of specific applications. SPHINXSPHINX also supports per-
335 sonal crawls, where a specific task of interest to perhaps a single user, is required to be performed
336 only a limited number of times.
337 The WWW is regarded by SPHINXSPHINX as a directed graph whose pages and links are represented
338 by separate objects. To create a custom crawler, the developer simply extends generic class for
339 crawlers and overrides methods that determine which pages are to be visited and how a page
340 should be processed when visited. The implementation of the generic class uses multiple threads to
341 retrieve pages and places them in a queue of pages approved for visit by the user customized
342 method. Upon visiting a page, the crawler performs a user specified set of instructions and decides
343 whether its links are to be enqueued for visiting. In our case, we merely add the page URLURL to a list
344 for creating the hyperlink graph and discard its contents.
345 Storage for a Web graph has two components––URLSURLS and links. The graph is stored as a list,
346 each of whose records contain a page URLURL and a list of link URLSURLS representing the outgoing links.
347 This structure is shown in Table 1. As we mentioned earlier, large sized graphs cannot be stored in
348 their complete form in memory. An alternative to conserve memory is to partition the graph into
349 blocks for storage in secondary memory and modify the PageRank computation algorithm to
350 handle the new data organization. However, a completely fragmented graph proves too expensive
351 at a later stage, when graph completion (explained later) is performed. We therefore maintain two
352 data structures, one for the graph and another as described previously, containing a list of all
353 visited URLSURLS. Web pages frequently have high out-degrees; pages with hundreds of outgoing links
354 are not uncommon. This implies that the latter data structure (containing visited URLSURLS) is only a
355 small proportion of the overall graph size. Consequently, holding the URLURL list consistently in
356 memory is inexpensive in terms of memory usage. In our experiments, we used a block size of 50
357 pages. The block size parameter has an impact on the time versus memory tradeoff similar to that
358 of page size in operating systems. The larger the block size, the smaller the number of blocks to be
359 swapped in and out of memory but the greater the demand on main memory. With this orga-
360 nization of crawl data we were able to store a graph of more than 2000 pages.

361 3.2. Degree measurements

362 The first series of experiments were conducted to confirm the earlier reported distributions
363 [1,21] of Web page in- and out-degrees. In recent work, Kleinberg et al. [21] reported that both in-
364 and out-degrees of Web pages have power law distributions. A power law on positive integers
365 describes the probability of value i as proportional to 1=ik for a small positive number k. The value

Table 1

Web site graph structure

Source Destination

URL1URL1 URL2URL2, URL3URL3, URL4URL4

URL2URL2 URL5, URL6URL5, URL6

URL3URL3 URL7, URL8URL7, URL8
..
. ..

.
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366 of k was empirically determined to be approximately 2, giving rise to the specialization called
367 Lotka’s law. It was further found that the power law appears as both macroscopic phenomenon
368 for the entire Web and as a microscopic phenomenon for individual Web sites.
369 To test the power law phenomenon which serves as our own starting hypothesis in the theo-
370 retical determination of PageRank distribution, we conducted experiments on a crawl of over
371 2000 pages. A log–log plot of out-degree distributions is shown in Fig. 5. This plot appears linear
372 as expected for a power law distribution.
373 Kleinberg et al. further reported that the average out-degree is approximately 7. While this
374 number may sound intuitively correct, we must bear in mind that due to the high variance of the
375 Lotka distribution, the mean can be misleading. We therefore characterize its exact form by fitting
376 the degree distribution data to the analytical Lotka function. Fig. 6 shows the results of this
377 exercise. The exponent b of the fitted Lotka distribution ax�b is close to value reported elsewhere
378 [1,21].

379 3.3. PageRank measurements

380 We now discuss our experiments on measuring PageRank for a sample set of Web pages and
381 comparing the empirical distribution with the one derived earlier. The computation of PageRank
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Fig. 5. Log–log plot of out-degree distribution of 2024 Web pages in the NTU domain.
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Fig. 6. Fitted out-degree distribution for a crawl size of 2024 pages. The analytical form for fitted curve is y ¼ ax�b

where a ¼ 40754:1 and b ¼ 2:24. The reduced v2 variable was 8.22. Asymptotic standard errors for a and b were 72.5%
and 8.9% respectively.
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382 is essentially an eigenvector problem as outlined in the previous section. We briefly explain the
383 formulation before describing two algorithms for computing it efficiently and reporting the re-
384 sults.
385 The motivation behind PageRank is that a link from a page i to page j is an implicit conferral
386 of authority to j. The amount of importance conferred is assumed to be in direct proportion to the
387 authority of the source i and in inverse proportion to the number of outgoing links in i. Thus, if
388 we denote by NinðiÞ and NoutðiÞ the set of pages in the neighborhood of i via incoming and out-
389 going links respectively, we perform the following iterative computation to obtain the rank of j:

Rnþ1
j ¼

X
i2NinðjÞ

Rn
i

jNoutðiÞj

391 The initial ranks R0i are set to 1=N where N is the total number of pages being considered. The
392 above iterations are continued until the values Rj stabilize. The matrix equivalent of the above
393 calculation would be

Rn ¼ M � Rn�1 ð9Þ
395 where Rn ¼ ðRn

i Þ is the vector of PageRank and M ¼ ðmijÞ is the matrix of inverse out-degrees.
396 This calculation leads to the principal eigenvector of R, that is, a value of R� that satisfies the
397 relation R� ¼ M � R�. To detect this equality within a certain error estimate we compute the re-
398 sidual error at some intermediate iteration i as D ¼ M � Ri � Ri. But from Eq. (9) the minuend is
399 Riþ1, so the residual error is simply Riþ1 � Ri or the vector distance between successive rank
400 vectors. After adequate number of iterations we may expect the residual error to approach zero.
401 For computation purposes we can estimate R� as the value for which the residual error is below a
402 specified estimation threshold.
403 The calculation of Eq. (9) are not guaranteed to converge. An important condition for con-
404 vergence is that each node in the graph have at least one outgoing link; i.e., the graph should be
405 connected. There are two options for ensuring graph connectivity. We can iteratively remove
406 nodes with zero out-degree or add a complete set of outgoing links to any node with zero out-
407 degree. The tradeoff between the two alternatives is that of time versus memory. The first one
408 saves memory by reducing the graph size but is time consuming since the procedure must be
409 performed iteratively to avoid ‘‘dangling’’ links (we elaborate on this later). The latter approach
410 increases memory requirements for storing the graph. For each node without children a number
411 of links equal to one less than the graph size must be added. Due to limited resources, we have
412 chosen the memory conserving option of removing unconnected nodes. For convergence pur-
413 poses, the two are equivalent. To avoid local minimas during convergence, we add a damping
414 factor d in the propagation of rank in Eq. (9) as follows:

Rn ¼ 1� d
N

� �
I þ dM � Rn�1 ð10Þ

416 where I is the unit vector of size N , the total number of pages. PageRank can in fact be per-
417 sonalized by initializing the rank vector R such that certain categories of pages experience higher
418 rank propagation. Thus, we have in Eq. (10) the final form of PageRank as stated in the previous
419 section.
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420 3.3.1. Naive algorithm

421 Let us consider a simple implementation of PageRank regardless of memory limitations as
422 introduced by Haveliwala [19]. Our purpose for doing so is to firstly understand thoroughly the
423 matrix vector multiplication in the context of PageRank and secondly to discuss some of the
424 common steps performed irrespective of the algorithm used.
425 As mentioned earlier, a necessary condition for convergence of the PageRank vector to a
426 unique value is graph connectivity. We ensure graph connectivity through node removal by iter-
427 ating through the following two-step procedure until no more pages can be removed from the
428 graph:

429 (1) Remove pages with zero out-degree; that is, remove from the structure of Table 1 any page
430 with no outgoing links. The page is removed from both the graph as well as the list of URLSURLS.
431 (2) Remove dangling links or links that point to a page that is not present in the graph. This can
432 be done by testing for page existence in the same structure or in the list of URLSURLS.

433 To compute PageRanks, we create two floating point arrays of size N , the number of pages in
434 the graph, representing the rank vectors at successive iterations called Succ and Prev. That is, if
435 Prev is the rank vector at iteration i, then the ranks for the next iteration i þ 1 are held in Succ.
436 Each entry in the PageRank vector, Prev is initialized to 1=N . Let us assume the vectors Prev and
437 Succ can be indexed by URLSURLS from the graph structure of Table 1. For instance, Prev[URLURL1] is the
438 PageRank of the page identified by URLURL1 at the current iteration. We represent the graph of Table
439 1 with a vector Source for page URLSURLS and a commonly indexed matrix Destination for link URLSURLS.
440 Thus, Source½i� denotes the URLURL of a page indexed i and Destination½i�½j� is the URLURL of the jth link
441 in page i. The out-degree of a page i is simply the size of the ith row in Destination or
442 jDestination½i�j.
443 Fig. 7 shows the naive algorithm for computing PageRank. At each iteration we propagate the
444 rank contribution of each page to its neighboring pages as a function of its PageRank and out-
445 degree and normalize the Succ vector by the damping factor. The iterations are continued until
446 the rank vectors are seen to converge to a stable value. As presented earlier this condition is
447 detected when the distance between the Prev and Succ vectors, called residual error, falls below a

Fig. 7. Naive PageRank algorithm.
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448 certain threshold � in Fig. 7. Alternatively, we can also stop the calculation of PageRank after a
449 specified number of iterations have been performed.

450 3.3.2. Block-based algorithm
451 The algorithm of Fig. 7 computes PageRank functionally but is not scalable to graph size
452 beyond a few hundred pages because it holds the PageRank as well as graph structures (Table 1)
453 in main memory throughout the computation. We observe that to propagate the contribution of a
454 page we only need to know the URLSURLS it links to. Hence, it is unnecessary to maintain the entire
455 graph in memory while propagating ranks. This leads to a modified block-based algorithm of Fig.
456 8.
457 The block-based algorithm is largely similar to the naive algorithm except that the Source and
458 Destination arrays are stored on disk and read block by block for propagating ranks. In Fig. 8, b
459 denotes the number of blocks. The page URLSURLS of each block are read into the Source vector while
460 the links are read into the Destination matrix from the disk. In this scheme, the total size of the
461 resident graph structure never exceeds 2N=b records, signifying a substantial conservation of
462 memory. Using the block-based strategy with a block size of 50 pages, we computed the Page-
463 Rank of over 2000 pages (b ¼ 40) with the objective of confirming the theoretically derived
464 distributions of the previous section. Following graph completion, the computation converged
465 with residual error below a threshold of 10�4. We used a damping factor of 0.5. A log–log fre-
466 quency plot of PageRank values is shown in Fig. 9. The linearity of this plot, as for Web page out-
467 degrees in Fig. 5, suggests that PageRanks also follow a power law distribution. We confirmed
468 this intuition by fitting the observed PageRank distribution with a power law function shown in
469 Fig. 10.
470 Finally, we present in Fig. 11 the comparison of the cumulative PageRank distribution with its
471 theoretically derived counterpart FRðrÞ from the previous section (see Eq. (7)). As mentioned
472 earlier, the theoretical expression for PageRank distribution employs infinite convolutions of
473 uniform densities. For computation purposes, we approximated this with a limit of 20-fold
474 convolution. The derived cumulative distribution was obtained by integrating the area under the
475 density curve of Eq. (8) using the trapeziod rule. We see that the observed distribution of Page-

Fig. 8. Block-based PageRank algorithm.
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476 Rank compares reasonably with the distribution of Eq. (7), derived from out-degree distributions.
477 As postulated in the theoretical derivation, out-degree distributions have a significant impact on
478 the distribution of PageRank. The power law distribution of our-degrees is attributed by
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Fig. 10. PageRank distribution for 1889 pages in the NTU domain fitted to the analytical curve y ¼ ax�b where

a ¼ 1:7� 10�10, b ¼ 3:43. Goodness of fit parameters: v2 ¼ 47:78, asymptotic standard errors for a and b were 180.9%,
6.84% respectively.
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Fig. 9. Log–log plot of PageRank distribution of 2000 Web pages in the NTU domain.
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479 Kleinberg et al. [21] to a random copying process of Web page creation. When a user encounters
480 pages that she finds interesting, she includes links to them in her page. This process leads to the
481 creation of locally dense subgraphs around the topic of interest. Since out-degree is the funda-
482 mental input for computing PageRank it is intuitive to suggest that PageRank will itself follow a
483 power law distribution.

484 4. Some related Web page quality metrics

485 The preceding sections illustrate a generic methodology that can be extended to other hyperlink
486 metrics which are formulated in a similar fashion to PageRank. In this section we give a brief
487 overview of some of these metrics for Web page quality. These metrics rely on the link structure of
488 the Web to rank pages. Each of these metrics is recursively defined for a Web page in terms of the
489 measures of its neighboring pages and the degree of its hyperlink association with them. Spe-
490 cifically, we focus our discussion on the notion of hubs and authorities in Kleinberg�s algorithm
491 [20] and some of the variants of this algorithm and the PageRank. Modeling the hub and au-
492 thority weights as random variables as we do here for PageRank can be the basis for charac-
493 terizing these metrics statistically on a large scale.

494 4.1. Mutual reinforcement approach

495 A method that treats hyperlinks as conferrals of authority on pages for locating relevant,
496 authoritative WWW pages for a broad topic query is introduced by Kleinberg in [20]. He sug-
497 gested that Web page importance should depend on the search query being performed. This model
498 is based on a mutually reinforcing relationship between authorities––pages that contain a lot of
499 information about a topic, and hubs––pages that link to many related authorities. That is, each
500 page should have a separate authority rating based on the links going to the page and hub rating
501 based on the links going from the page. Kleinberg proposed first using a text-based Web search
502 engine to get a Root Set consisting of a short list of Web pages relevant to a given query. Second,
503 the Root Set is augmented by pages which link to pages in the Root Set, and also pages which are
504 linked from pages in the Root Set, to obtain a larger Base Set of Web pages. If N is the number of
505 pages in the final Base Set, then the data of Kleinberg�s algorithm consists of an N � N adjacency
506 matrix A, where Aij ¼ 1 if there are one or more hypertext links from page i to page j, otherwise
507 Aij ¼ 0.
508 Authority and hub weights can be used to enhance Web search by identifying a small set of
509 high-quality pages on a broad topic [6,7]. Pages related to a given page p can be found by finding
510 the top authorities and hubs among pages in the vicinity to p [10]. The same algorithm has also
511 been used for finding densely linked communities of hubs and authorities [15].
512 One of the limitations of Kleinberg�s [20] mutual reinforcement principle is that it is susceptible
513 to the Tightly Knit Communities (TKC) effect. The TKC effect occurs when a community achieves
514 high scores in link-analysis algorithms even as sites in the TKC are not authoritative on the topic,
515 or pertain to just one aspect of the topic. A striking example of this phenomenon is provided by
516 Cohn and Chang [9]. They use Kleinberg�s Algorithm with the search term ‘‘jaguar’’, and con-
517 verge to a collection of sites about the city of Cincinnati! They found out that the cause of this is a
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518 large number of on-line newspaper articles in the Cincinnati Enquirer which discuss the Jack-
519 sonville Jaguars football team, and all link to the same Cincinnati Enquirer service pages.
520 An important difference between Kleinberg�s algorithm and PageRank is that PageRank is
521 query-independent, whereas hubs and authorities depends heavily on the subject we are interested
522 in. In PageRank all pages on the Web are ranked on their intrinsic value, regardless of topic.
523 Hence, whenever a query is made, PageRank must be combined with query-specific measures to
524 determine the relative importance in a given context. On the other hand, instead of globally
525 ranking pages, hubs and authorities assign ranks that are specific to the query we are interested in.

526 4.2. Rafiei and Mendelzon’s approach

527 Generalizations of both PageRank and authorities/hubs models for determining the topics on
528 which a page has a reputation are considered by Rafiei and Mendelzon [27]. In the one-level
529 influence propagation model of PageRank, a surfer performing a random walk may jump to a
530 page chosen uniformly at random with probability d or follow an outgoing link from the current
531 page. Rafiei and Mendelzon introduce into this model, topic specific surfing and parameterize the
532 step of the walk at which the rank is calculated. Given that Nt denotes the number of pages that
533 address topic t, the probability that a page p will be visited in a random jump during the walk is
534 d=Nt if p contains t and zero otherwise. The probability that the surfer visits p after n steps,
535 following a link from page q at step n� 1 is ðð1� dÞ=OðqÞÞRn�1ðq; tÞ where OðqÞ is the number of
536 outgoing links in q and Rn�1ðq; tÞ denotes the probability of visiting q for topic t at step n � 1. The
537 stochastic matrix containing pairwise transition probabilities according to the above model, can
538 be shown to be aperiodic and irreducible, thereby converging to stationary state probabilities
539 when n ! 1. In the two-level influence propagation model of authorities and hubs [20], outgoing
540 links can be followed directly from the current page p, or indirectly through a random page q that
541 has a link to p.

542 4.3. SALSA

543 Lempel and Moran [23] propose the stochastic approach for link structure analysis (SALSA).
544 This approach is based upon the theory of Markov Chains, and relies on the stochastic properties
545 of random walks 5 performed on a collection of sites. Like Kleinberg�s algorithm, SALSA starts
546 with a similarly constructed Base Set. It then performs a random walk by alternately (a) going
547 uniformly to one of the pages which links to the current page, and (b) going uniformly to one of
548 the pages linked to by the current page. The authority weights are defined to be the stationary
549 distribution of the two-step chain doing first step (a) and then (b), while the hub weights are
550 defined to be the stationary distribution of the two-step chain doing first step (b) and then (a).
551 SALSA does not have the same mutually reinforcing structure that Kleinberg�s algorithm does.
552 The relative authority of site within a connected component is determined from local links, not

5 According to [27], a random walk on a set of states S ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; sng, corresponds to a sequence of states, one for
each step of the walk. At each step, the walk switches to a new state or remains in the current state. A random walk is

Markovian if the transition at each step is independent of the previous steps and only depends on the current state.
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553 from the structure of the component. Also, in the special case of a single component, SALSA can
554 be viewed as a one-step truncated version of Kleinberg�s algorithm [4]. Furthermore, Kleinberg
555 ranks the authorities based on the structure of the entire graph, and tends to favor the authorities
556 of tightly knit communities. The SALSA ranks the authorities based on the their popularity in the
557 immediate neighborhood, and favors various authorities from different communities. Specifically,
558 in SALSA, the TKC effect is overcome through random walks on a bipartite Web graph for
559 identifying authorities and hubs. It has been shown that the resulting Markov chains are ergodic 6

560 and high entries in the stationary distributions represent sites most frequently visited in the
561 random walk. If the Web graph is weighted, the authority and hub vectors can be shown to have
562 stationary distributions with scores proportional to the sum of weights on incoming and outgoing
563 edges respectively. This result suggests a simpler calculation of authority/hub weights than
564 through the mutual reinforcement approach.

565 4.4. Approach of Borodin et al.

566 Borodin et al. proposed a set of algorithms for hypertext link analysis in [4]. We highlight some
567 of these algorithms here. The authors proposed a series of algorithm which are based on minor
568 modification of Kleinberg�s algorithm to eliminate the previously mentioned errant behavior of
569 Kleinberg�s algorithm. They proposed an algorithm called Hub-Averaging-Kleinberg Algorithm
570 which is a hybrid of the Kleinberg and SALSA algorithms as it alternated between one step of
571 each algorithm. It does the authority rating updates just like Kleinberg (giving each authority a
572 rating equal to the sum of the hub ratings of all the pages that link to it). However, it does the hub
573 rating updates by giving each hub a rating equal to the average of the authority ratings of all the
574 pages that it links to. Consequently, a hub is better if it links to only good authorities, rather than
575 linking to both good and bad authorities. Note that it shares the following behavior character-
576 istics with the Kleinberg algorithm: if we consider a full bipartite graph, then the weights of the
577 authorities increase exponentially fast for Hub-Averaging (the rate of increase is the square root
578 of that of the Kleinberg�s algorithm). However, if one of the hubs point to a node outside the
579 component, then the weights of the component drop. This prevents the Hub-Averaging algorithm
580 from completely following the drifting behavior of the Kleinberg�s algorithm [4]. Hub-Averaging
581 and SALSA also share a common characteristic as the Hub-Averaging algorithm tends to favor
582 nodes with high in-degree. Namely, if we consider an isolated component of one authority with
583 high in-degree, the authority weight of this node will increase exponentially faster [4].
584 The authors also proposed two different algorithms called Hub-Threshold and Authority-

585 Threshold that modifies the ‘‘threshold’’ of Kleinberg�s algorithm. The Hub-Threshold algorithm is
586 based on the notion that a site should not be considered a good authority simply because many
587 hubs with very poor hub weights point to it. When computing the authority weight of ith page, the
588 Hub-Threshold algorithm does not take into consideration all hubs that point to page i. It only
589 considers those hubs whose hub weight is at least the average hub weight over all the hubs that
590 point to page i, computed using the current hub weights for the nodes.

6 AMarkov chain is simply a sequence of state distribution vectors at successive time intervals, i.e., hP0;P1; . . . ;Pni.
A Markov chain is ergodic if it is possible to go from every state to every other state in one or more transitions.
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591 The Authority-Threshold algorithm, on the other hand, is based on the notion that a site should
592 not be considered a good hub simply because it points to a number of ‘‘acceptable’’ authorities;
593 rather, to be considered a good hub it must point to some of the best authorities. When computing
594 the hub weight of the ith page, the algorithm counts those authorities which are among the top K
595 authorities, based on the current authority values. The value of K is passed as a parameter to the
596 algorithm.
597 Finally, the authors also proposed two algorithms based on Bayesian network approach,
598 namely, Bayesian algorithm and simplified Bayesian algorithm, as opposed to the more common
599 algebraic/graph theoretic approach. They experimentally verified that the simplified Bayesian al-

600 gorithm is almost identical to the SALSA algorithm and have at least 80% overlap on all queries.
601 On the other hand, the Bayesian algorithm appears to resemble both the Kleinberg and the
602 SALSA behavior, leaning more towards the first. It has a higher intersection numbers with
603 Kleinberg than with SALSA.

604 4.5. PicASHOW

605 PicASHOW [24] is a pictorial retrieval system that searches for images on the Web using hy-
606 perlink-structure analysis. PicASHOW applies co-citation based approaches and PageRank in-
607 fluenced methods. The basic premise is that a page p displays (or links to) an image when the
608 author of p considers the image to be of value to the viewers of the page. It does not require any
609 image analysis whatsoever and no creation of taxonomies for pre-classification of the images on
610 the Web. The justification for using co-citation based measures to images just as it does to Web
611 pages is as follows: (1) Images which are co-contained in pages are likely to be related to the same
612 topic. (2) Images which are contained in pages that are co-cited by a certain page are likely related
613 to the same topic. Furthermore, in the spirit of PageRank, the authors assumed that images which
614 are contained in authoritative pages on topic t are good candidates to be quality images on that
615 topic.
616 PicASHOW�s analysis of the link structure enables it to retrieve authoritative images as well as
617 to identify image containers and image hubs. The authors define these as Web pages that are rich
618 in relevant images, or from which many images are readily accessible. Results in this work
619 demonstrate that PicASHOW, while relying almost exclusively on link analysis, compares well
620 with dedicated WWW image retrieval systems. The authors conclude that link analysis, a bona-
621 fide effective technique for Web page search, can improve the performance of Web image retrieval,
622 as well as extend its definition to include the retrieval of image hubs and containers.

623 5. Conclusions and future work

624 The emergence of the World Wide Web as an unparalleled medium of creating, sharing and
625 disseminating information at low cost has evoked heightened research activity aimed at improving
626 information systems aspects such as search and retrieval effectiveness. However, its rapid, unre-
627 lenting growth and influence on society and business also makes it an interesting object of fun-
628 damental research. Specifically, it necessitates the measurement and modeling of various aspects.
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629 Apart from being of obvious theoretical interest, models reproduce essential aspects of the WWW
630 that can improve the efficacy of Web information systems.
631 In this paper we treated the problem of ascertaining the statistical distribution of some well-
632 known hyperlink-based Web page quality metrics. Based on empirical distributions of Web page
633 degrees, we derived analytically the probability distribution for the PageRank metric and found it
634 to follow the familiar inverse polynomial law reported for Web page degrees. We verified the
635 theoretical exercise with experimental results that suggest a highly concentrated distribution of the
636 metric. Our work on distributions of hyperlink metrics can be extended by conducting similar
637 exercises for other types of significance metrics for both quality and relevance. It is not clear
638 whether the high concentration depicted by hyperlink metrics is a special consequence of the
639 power law behavior of Web page degrees or the manifestation of a general regularity in Web page
640 significance, irrespective of the metric in particular.
641 Another interesting area which we would like to explore is the affect of the human factor on the
642 probability distribution for the quality metrics. Our work in this paper is based on the notion of
643 Web page quality as discussed in [3,8,20]. That is, Web page quality is measured without con-
644 sidering the human factor comprehensively. To measure the usefulness of a page several other
645 measures could be combined with the PageRank (or any quality metrics in general):

646 • Search engine leads (whether users actually select the page when presented as a query result).
647 • Number of visits (referral and popularity).
648 • Time spent by visitors (usefulness of content).
649 • Interaction with dynamic content and user interface (implies utility).
650 • Local navigation (implies user�s interest through intent to explore further).

651 However, each of the above is vulnerable to misinterpretation, for example a large number of
652 visits to a Web page occur for the same reason as a high PageRank, i.e., high visibility. Similarly,
653 time spent is influenced not just because how interesting the content is but also by Web page
654 layout, design and readability.
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